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Defensive Pressure
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Club Age Group Coach Session Title Date Start Time Duration No. of Players

  Organisation

Practice 2 of theme six defensive compactness is played in a 30 by 15-yard area, beginning with a 5 

v 2 overload Rondo in one half of the practice area. The aim of the two defenders here is to regain 

possession and switch play to 3 awaiting teammates, becoming the passing team. 2 attackers then 

become defenders, switching grids to press as a pair to regain possession for their team.

  Key Coaching Points

1. Manage possession to create space

2. Challenge defenders to remain compact (distances and angles to be constantly checked)

3. Decide to force inside or outside as a pair

4. Triggers to press, identify these (slow pass, bad touch, poor pass)

  Progressions

1. Players must perform rotational play and defenders must practice forcing the opposition in the

direction they want. 

2. An extra defender can join the press creating a 5 v 3 overload.

  Player Questions

1. Can you keep your width to stretch defensive players in the 4 v 2 overload?

2. How can defenders position themselves as a pair to make penetrating passes through as

difficult as possible?
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Coach Notes

Area Size Duration Sets

Intensity Work to Rest Ratio Energy Type
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Club Age Group Coach Session Title Date Start Time Duration No. of Players

  Organisation

This possession practice is focused on defensive pressure and also on how to exploit poorly 

applied pressure as the attacking team. 

With 3 teams of 4, the aim is for 2 opposed teams to combine with a single floating team who have 2 

floaters in the pitch area and 2 at each end of the pitch. The objective is to combine with the end 

players and finish in one of the 2 mini goals, before attacking the opposite end.

  Key Coaching Points

1. Distances between defending players centrally

2. Timing of decisions to press as a team, not individually

3. Communication to organise each other

4. Check shoulders for recognition of opposition on blind side

  Progressions

The losing team after a set time has to perform one minute of ladders while the other two teams play 

4 v 4. 

  Player Questions

1. Are you able to react to the quick changes of direction throughout the practice?

2. Where are the floaters positioned and can you play a quick combination to finish?

3. How can you force the opposition in to press and exploit the spaces they have left?
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Coach Notes

Area Size Duration Sets

Intensity Work to Rest Ratio Energy Type
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Detail any individuals, pairs, trios and units to work on in the group and specify what detail you will be developing within each session element.

Player

Player(s) Objective Tech / Tact / Soc / Phy / Psych Evaluation

Coach (Self)

Session Organisation

Evaluation

Players (Motivation / Engagement / Learning)

Action Points
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